302 efi wiring harness

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. The Speed Density Ford 5.
You must use an ECM sequential injector firing from one of the Cars listed. You must specify
before the harness can be built "Ask Seller a question". Once every injector and sensor is
connected, you will have 3 wires to hook up Battery feed, Ignition feed and ground. It is built in
the U. Harness can be used with long tube headers or stock exhaust manifolds. Harness is
designed to mount the ECM under the dash 42 inches of wire from the back of the motor.
Harness can be used with 5 speed manual, AOD, or any Non-computer controlled transmission.
EGR eliminator is included and comes pre-installed. About the only upgrade you can add to the
motor is Headers and exhaust improvements. If you wanted to change the Cam , Heads,
aftermarket intakes, throttle bodies, etc; I would not use this harness, the ECM cannot
compensate for changes as well as a MAF system. This harness is made for the H. System
includes: complete instructions, an assortment of degree F wire loom, harness wrap and zip ties
not bare wire like other harnesses to give it a finished look and protection. These are built right
with quality parts from the correct manufacturers and quality checked for performance. Circuits
are tested to assure quality. We accept Paypal. Add 5. International shipping will use U. Postal
Service Priority Mail International. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information qualityautospecialties Contact seller. Visit store.
See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch
list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:.
Chester, Pennsylvania, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See
details. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by qualityautospecialties. Search within store. Categories Fuel
injection harnesses. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 9 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 9. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. The Detail Zone. Allow up to 7 days for
reply. Most of the information contained on this page will be directed toward Mustang and
Bronco conversions. If you are performing a swap on a different model vehicle, then some of
this information may not apply. If you are installing a complete EFI engine from a late model
donor car, into an early Mustang or Bronco, you will need to change the oil pan. You will need to
install the correct oil pan for your model vehicle. If you are doing an Early Mustang EFI
Conversion and installing a late model engine into it, then relocating the dipstick and dipstick
tube to the timing cover will have to be done. You will have to drill your timing cover. The

engine timing cover has a place for the dipstick, it just needs to be drilled. The timing cover
does not have a place for the dipstick. The Mustang timing cover is different than the other
timing covers. There is NO place for the dipstick to be installed. This timing cover is shorter
than previous timing covers and requires a special water pump. The accessory brackets for
these engines are different also. These brackets and water pump move all the accessories back
toward the engine. The air conditioning compressor will come in contact with the shock tower. I
have heard that it is not even possible to install the compressor on the bracket. Mustang intakes
are great for a good running stock engine. Explorer intakes are one of the best intakes available,
They provide excellent performance for stock and modified engines. The factory Explorer EGR
spacer will not work in Mustang or Bronco conversions, it is a 90 degree spacer that puts the
throttle body pointing forward. There are also many after market intake manifolds available that
will work just fine for your EFI conversion. If you are wanting to fuel inject a W 5. If hood
clearance is an issue with your EFI conversion, use these dimensions to determine which intake
is best for you. These measurements are made from the bottom of the intake manifold, where it
meets the block, to the top of the upper intake manifold. You will need to install headers or
manifolds for the model car that you are installing your EFI engine into. Late model Mustang
shorty headers will not work in an early Mustang or Bronco. You could use your stock exhaust
manifolds, shorty headers or long tube headers with an EFI conversion. Which ever you decide
to use, just make sure that the O2 sensor is installed so that it can sample exhaust from all
cylinders on that one bank. Early 's, 's and some late model 's run the firing order. Late model
HO's and W run the firing order. Installing EFI on the firing order is possible, but does not yield
the same results as the late model HO firing order. When you mix, match these firing orders you
may encounter some driveability problems like poor idle quality. The Mustang EFI system is a
sequential fuel injection system, which means that the injectors are fired in a firing order just
like the spark plugs. If you are building an engine for an EFI conversion, make sure that the cam
you install has the firing order. Some people may tell you that all you have to do is rewire the
injectors to change their firing order to match your cam or engine. I can tell you from experience
that this does not work, it causes erratic fuel control, back firing thru the inatke manifold at
times , rolling or hunting idle and poor driveability overall. I learned the reason for this once I
started reprogramming PCM's for different engine modifications. In the Cal Edit Software there
is a table called Exhaust Pulse Delay, what this means is that from the time the 1 injector sprays
fuel into the 1 cylinder it knows how many crankshaft revolutions it will take before that exhaust
fuel passes the bank 1 oxygen sensor and so on for every cylinder of that engine. This also
explains why installing long tube headers can cause idle and driveability issue too. Thick Film
Ignition , and 5. If you are considering fuel injection for a C, A customer told me that a
distributor will fit in a C block and the came from the factory with EFI. So this would be the
distributor to use for a C and EFI conversion. Parts needed are throttle pedal, throttle cable,
computer pcm , all engine mounted EFI parts and sensors, MAF sensor and the wire harness
can be modified for your EFI conversion if it is not damaged. If you are looking to increase the
output of your engine, than you will need to go with the mass air system. These intakes have
internal EGR passages, so if your conversion must be smog legal, this is a good intake to use,
no extra work is needed. It uses a 2 speed electric cooling fan, an electronically controlled
automatic transmission AODE and has data link capabilities. If you are installing this engine
into an early Mustang, the timing cover does not have a place to drill for relocating the oil
dipstick tube. The timing cover that comes on the Mustangs is shorter than 93 an earlier timing
covers and has it own water pump and accessory brackets. If you decide to change the timing
cover you will also have to get different accessories and brackets. This engine uses an external
EGR tube and since the factory headers will not work in early Mustangs or Broncos, it will
require some fabrication to tie this tube into your headers or exhaust system. This engine also
has a different distributor than the engines, it uses what ford calls a closed bowl distributor and
a remotely mounted TFI ignition module. The main reason for the horsepower decrease in the
engines HP compared to the engines HP is that Ford had to go to the T-bird intake manifold to
clear the reduced hood clearance on the new body style Mustang. This new lower intake
manifold has smaller runners and a smaller plenum area causing the reduction in power. They
will require some of the same changes, oil pan and pickup tube for the vehicle you are inst
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alling the engine into. Drilling of the timing cover to relocate the dipstick and tube. Some of the
engines have the other firing order , which may cause some driveability problems and poor idle
quality. The cam can be changed to a HO cam or most after market cams to get the better firing

order. When run in a dyno test against the Cobra Intake manifold and many after market intake
manifolds, it performed just as well as if not better than the other intake manifolds. Explorers
come from the factory with 65mm throttle bodies, but require a linkage modification when
installing them into Mustangs or Broncos. When using this engine, it is best to convert to the
Mustang wiring and computer system. These heads have stock spark plug angles, location and
will work in Early Mustangs with all common exhaust systems. Check spark plug clearance
before installing these heads or an Explorer engine. Both of these heads are great heads, they
will out flow and out perform stock late model Mustang heads.

